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Abstract— We utilize single neuron models to understand
mechanisms behind Temporal Interference (TI) stimulation
(also called “Interferential Stimulation”). We say that a neuron
exhibits TI stimulation if it does not fire for a high-frequency
sinusoidal input, but fires when the input is a low-frequency
modulation of the high-frequency sinusoid (specifically that
generated by addition of two high frequency sinusoids with
a small difference in their frequencies), while the maximum
amplitude is kept the same in both cases. Our key observation
– that holds for both FitzHugh-Nagumo and Hodgkin-Huxley
neuron models – is that for neuron models that do exhibit
TI stimulation, a high frequency pure sinusoidal input results
in a current balance between inward and outward currents.
This current balance leads to a subthreshold periodic orbit
that keeps the membrane potential from spiking for sinusoidal
inputs. However, the balance is disturbed when the envelope of
the sinusoids is modulated with a high slope: the fast-changing
envelope activates fast depolarizing currents without giving slow
outward currents time to respond. This imbalance causes the
membrane potential to build up, causing the neuron to fire. This
mechanistic understanding can help design current waveforms
for neurons that exhibit TI stimulation.

1Transcranial electrical stimulation (TES) is widely used
in neuroscientific studies and clinical treatments [1], [2],
[3]. Several studies have examined techniques for improving
resolution of TES, including using techniques from optimiza-
tion. In [4], Grossman et al. used “Temporal Interference”
(TI) stimulation (earlier called “Interferential Stimulation”,
and applied largely to peripheral nervous system) which
generated substantial interest (e.g. [5], [6], [7], [8]) due to
its ability to stimulate deep inside the brain without shallow
stimulation. This technique has been used earlier for tran-
scutaneous stimulation (e.g. [9], [10]). The neural behavior
that enables this is striking: a high-frequency sinusoidal input
does not elicit firing, but a summation of two high frequency
sinusoidal inputs with small differences in their frequencies
fires neurons at the beat frequency [4]. This is true even
when the maximum amplitudes of the two signals (pure
sinusoid and summation of sinusoids) are kept equal. The
concept generalizes in interesting ways to more than two
sinusoids [6].

The recent work of Grossman et al. [4] as well as related
efforts [9], [10], [4], [11] do not provide mechanisms of
TI stimulation. Consequently, important questions about TI
stimulation are not well understood, such as which neurons
exhibit TI stimulation (see, e.g. [7]), or how to optimize pa-
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rameters of TI stimulation for improved localization [6], [11].
This work provides the first understanding of the mechanics
of TI stimulation using single neuron models. Specifically,
we examine how ion-channel dynamics differ in response
to interfering currents and pure sinusoidal currents, resulting
in TI stimulation. With this understanding, spatiotemporal
waveforms could be designed to trigger improved neurostim-
ulation [6].

The key to understanding mechanisms of TI stimulation
can be crystallized into the following succinct question: why,
for the same maximum amplitude, modulated high-frequency
sinusoids lead to firing, but not pure sinuosids. After all,
the modulated signal has a lower average power than the
pure sinusoid. Our key insight here is that, in essence, TI
stimulation requires a current balance: for pure sinusoidal
inputs, the inward and outward currents balance each other
perfectly over each period of the input sinusoid. This current
balance prevents a depolarization in the membrane potential
from one cycle to the next, in turn preventing a neuron from
firing. Instead, the neuron is maintained in a subthreshold
periodic orbit.

This phenomenon can be thought of as an “envelope
accommodation”. Classically, the term neural accommo-
dation [12] is used to describe the phenomenon when a
slow change in the input current’s amplitude (e.g., an input
current with a small slope) does not cause a stimulation (see
also [13], [14]). In our problem, a slow change in amplitude
of the signal’s envelope does not cause firing. There, as is the
case here, the accommodation results from balance between
inward and outward currents that prevents the neuron from
firing: a slow change in the current allows counter-polarizing
currents to catch up with the fast depolarizing currents. The
difference here is that this accommodation is happening in
response to an envelope-modulated sinusoid. This is why this
high-frequency current balance is not maintained at each time
instant. Instead, only after averaging inward and outward
currents over each cycle of the sinusoid does one see the
current balance.

In Hodgkin-Huxley type neural models [13], [15], the
current-balance in response to pure sinusoidal inputs arises
from the activation and inactivation of sodium channels,
as well as of the activation of potassium channels. A
high-frequency inward current is generated by opening and
closing of fast sodium channels (in direct response to the
pure sinusoidal stimulus). This current is balanced in each
cycle of the sinusoid by outward currents from relatively
steady potassium channels (with some contribution from
fast-changing leakage current). As a result, in response to
high frequency pure sinusoidal input, the neural membrane
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potential displays a stable subthreshold periodic orbit, which
resists firing for small changes in the current’s envelope.
However, when the envelope is modulated substantially in
a short amount of time, it leads to firing. This is because
the sodium channels (that allow inward currents) respond
to the modulation quickly, receiving a sharp boost, while the
potassium channels (that allow outward currents) are slow to
move from the steady-state they were at. The combination
of sodium channels opening rapidly, and potassium channels
being unresponsive, is what causes the neuron to spike.

Just as not all neural models exhibit classical accom-
modation, all neuron models do not exhibit TI stimulation
(e.g. when a model does not attain the current balance
described here). In such cases, when the neuron fires for
modulated high-frequency sinusoids, it also fires for the same
maximum amplitude pure sinusoid. In [7], we observed that,
indeed, some neuron models (specifically, Parvalbumin (PV)-
expressing inhibitory cells [16]) do not exhibit TI stimu-
lation, whereas models of Hodgkin-Huxley squid neurons
and excitatory pyramidal cells do exhibit TI stimulation. We
anticipate that there are biological neurons that do not exhibit
TI stimulation, and this work might suggest neurons which
are good candidates for exhibiting (or not exhibiting) TI
stimulation.

We discuss below why simplistic explanations such as
low-pass filtering, or even a more sophisticated (and non-
linear) envelope-demodulation reasoning, are insufficient to
explain temporal interference.

Insufficiency of a low-pass filtering explanation: A low-
pass filter by itself cannot lead to TI stimulation. This is
because low pass filtering of a summation of two high-
frequency sinusoids would yield the same result as a single
sinusoid of high frequency (and twice the amplitude). After
all, both signals reside in high frequencies, and ideal low
pass filtering either of them will yield 0. To utilize the
envelope modulation of the sinusoid, a nonlinearity of the
system needs to be exploited. This leads us to the second
explanation, suggested in [4], [17].

Insufficiency of simplistic amplitude-demodulation expla-
nation: One appealing explanation is that neurons somehow
perform an envelope demodulation, and fire when the de-
modulated signal exceeds a threshold. This is the explanation
appealed to in [4], with minor modifications in [17]. For such
envelope demodulation, one indeed needs nonlinearity. E.g.,
a simple envelope demodulation circuit has a diode followed
by a low-pass filter made of a capacitor and resistor in
parallel (see, e.g. [18]). Indeed, there is a diode-like behavior
in neural dynamics, namely that of sodium currents, which
tend to flow only in one direction because the sodium Nernst
potential is high. Sodium channels, as we observe in Fig. 4,
also respond to high frequencies, explaining why neurons
respond at all to amplitude modulated sinusoidal inputs.
Thus, one might think that temporal interference stimulation
works by charging the neural membrane by affecting only
sodium channels. While this is definitely a part of our
reasoning, it is insufficient by itself. This is because this
explanation would hold even when pure sinusoidal inputs
are used, and thus it fails to explain why the experimentally

examined neurons in [4] do not fire with a pure sinusoidal
input. The key is to explain why pure sinusoidal stimuli do
no stimulate, but a sum of two high frequency sinusoids can.

Finally, our results have practical implications on optimiz-
ing waveform design for TI stimulation. E.g., in [17], the au-
thors suggest that to maximize firing “envelope amplitudes”2

should be maximized. Our current-balance hypothesis sug-
gests that the slope of the envelope plays a critical role, and
maximizing amplitude of the envelope itself is not sufficient
(e.g., the amplitude could be made large with a small slope
by performing a very low frequency modulation of a large
amplitude sinusoid).

I. MODELS AND DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS EQUATIONS

Integrate-and-Fire models. The IF-type models that we
examined are leaky integreate and fire (LIF) and quan-
dratic/exponential integrate and fire (QIF and ExpIF respec-
tively; see [15] for definitions).

FitzHugh-Nagumo model. We use the FitzHugh-Nagumo
model with dynamics as described by two parameters, Vm
and W , below:

·
Vm = Vm − V 3

m

3 −W + I (1)
·
W = η(Vm + γ − βW ), (2)

for some constants η, β and γ, with η typically being small
to reflect slow dynamics of W relative to dynamics of
Vm. We observe TI stimulation for varying values of these
parameters. The plots are obtained for η = 0.08, γ = 1, and
β = 0.01. We refer to the term Vm − V 3

m

3 as “Vm-current,”
and W is called the W -current.

Hodgkin-Huxley models. We use the classic 4-
dimensional Hodgkin-Huxley (HH) model. Parameters are
used for the original Hodgkin-Huxley squid neuron [13],
although we have earlier observed that TI stimulation is
observed in some other HH-type models as well [7]. General
equations are described as follows:

C
·
Vm =I − ḡNam

3h(Vm − ENa)

− ḡKn
4(Vm − EK) − gL(Vm − EL) (3)

·
m = αm(Vm)(1 −m) − βm(Vm) (4)
·
n = αn(Vm)(1 − n) − βn(Vm) (5)
·
h = αh(Vm)(1 − h) − βh(Vm), (6)

The · on top of a variable denotes the time derivative,
α(Vm)’s and β(Vm)’s are functions of Vm that do not change

2This envelope amplitude is defined in [17] as the difference between the
peak and the minimum value of the envelope.
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with time, and for the HH model are given by:

αn(Vm) = 0.01(Vm + 55)/(1 − exp(−(Vm + 55)/10))

βn(Vm) = 0.125 exp(−(Vm + 65)/80)

αm(Vm) = 0.1(Vm + 40)/(1 − exp(−(Vm + 40)/10))

βm(Vm) = 4 exp(−(Vm + 65)/18)

αh(Vm) = 0.07 exp(−(Vm + 65)/20)

βh(Vm) = 1/(1 + exp(−(Vm + 35)/10)).

m, n, and h are gating variables that take values between
0 and 1, and correspond to sodium activation, potassium
activation, and sodium deactivation gates respectively. The
probability that the sodium activation gate is open is m3, the
probability that the sodium inactivation gate is open is h, and
the probability that a potassium channel is open is n4. ḡNa

and ḡK are maximum conductances for these channels, ENa,
EK , and EL are the reversal potentials for each channel. The
steady-state values of m,n and h variables, as functions of
the membrane potential, are denoted by m∞, n∞ and h∞.
These are given by: m∞ = αm/(αm+βm), n∞ = αn/(αn+
βn), and h∞ = αh/(αh +βh). Also, the time constants that
describe the dynamics of the m, n, and h parameters at any
voltage Vm are given by: τm(V ) = 1/(αm + βm), τn(V ) =
1/(αn + βn), and τh(V ) = 1/(αh + βh).

Model of how intracellular current is generated by
extracellular stimulation. Our understanding of mechanics
of TI stimulation is built on the understanding of how
extracellular currents induce changes in membrane potential
that can cause neurostimulation. In this work, we use single
compartment models, and assume that extracellular currents
around the neuron induce proportional intracellular currents
in the neuron. That is, a multiplicative factor connects
extracellular and intracellular currents. This is justified by
evidence in the literature, e.g., the work of Rattay [19] that
shows that the induced current in an axon is proportional to
the spatial derivative of the extracellular current parallel to
the axon. Because the temporal structure of the waveform
is preserved, for our simple single compartment model,
the induced intracellular currents can be assumed to be
proportional to the extracellular currents.

Estimating firing events. A nontrivial issue is examining
waveforms for estimating when a neuron fires. For FitzHugh-
Nagumo and Hodgkin-Huxley models, since there is no fixed
threshold that the membrane potential should exceed, we
determine neuron firing by observing a sharp increase in
the amplitude of the response of the membrane potential in
response to a small increase in applied current waveform
amplitude (a multiplicative factor for the entire waveform).
Any response with amplitude beyond this sharp jump is
considered to be neuron firing. For further examination, the
shape of the spike is examined after filtering the signal to
retain the spiking. Finally, for Hodgkin-Huxley neurons, a
secondary validation for firing can be obtained by examining
values of the parameter m. If m approaches 1, it reliably
indicates firing.

II. IF-TYPE MODELS DO NOT EXHIBIT TI STIMULATION

IF-type models, linear and nonlinear, do not exhibit TI
stimulation because both sinusoidal and envelope-modulated
inputs cause stimulation. The models that we tested include
Leaky-Integrate and Fire (LIF), Quadratic Integrate and Fire
(QIF), and Exponential Integreate and Fire (ExpIF). Despite
varying parameter choices (frequencies and amplitudes of
the sinusoids) over wide ranges, none of these models exhibit
temporal interference stimulation. This is because in absence
of a subthreshold polarizing current, there is no current to
balance the depolarizing current for a pure sinusoidal input.
All three models respond in qualitatively similar ways: at
maximum amplitudes that cause firing, both modulated and
unmodulated sinusoidal inputs cause the cells to fire. This is
not surprising: as long as enough current is integrated over,
the neuron fires. Once it fires, the neuron is set to the same
initial state, leading to repeated firing.

III. TI STIMULATION AND CURRENT BALANCE IN
FITZHUGH-NAGUMO MODELS

Fig. 1. (Top figure; top row) Sinusoidal current inputs with amplitudes
ramped up to reduce effects of initial state. (Top figure; middle row)
Response to the sinusoidal current with ramped amplitude shows that no
stimulation is observed. (Top figure; bottom row) Examining integrated Vm
and W currents over one cycle of the sinusoid. While an initial mismatch in
currents leads to a firing event, the currents settle down and match each other
exactly over a cycle, thereby canceling each other and keeping membrane
potential’s DC-value a constant. A frequency of 1000 Hz is used for the
base sinusoid.(a) Shows this balance for a larger and (b) for a smaller
value of the current. (Bottom) For pure sinusoidal inputs, the (V,W )-phase
space approaches a stable subthreshold periodic orbit (shown in red). The
amplitude of the currents varies from 5.6 (left), 6.3 (middle) to 7 (right). At
these periodic orbits, the currents are balanced in each cycle: the W -current
balances the Vm-current perfectly

We observed that FitzHugh-Nagumo models exhibit TI
stimulation only for a subset of possible parameter val-
ues. Thus, to understand the aspects responsible for TI
stimulation, we deliberately chose FitzHugh-Nagumo model
parameters that do exhibit TI stimulation. For these choices,
pure sinusoidal inputs may cause an initial spiking of activity
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(depending on the neuron’s initial state; to sidestep this issue,
in Fig. 1 we use a ramped up sinusoid, as is also done
in [4]). Regardless, the neural state for a pure sinusoidal
input converges to a stable subthreshold periodic orbit in the
phase space. To confirm that the neuron has not fired, we
examine the values of Vm and W , both of which remain
small (see Fig. 2 for comparison). This convergence to a
periodic orbit for (V,W ) parameters of a FitzHugh-Nagumo
neuron is illustrated in Fig. 1 (bottom) for three different
values of the input, where the orbit itself is also illustrated
(in red). The time the state takes to circle once along this
periodic orbit coincides with the period of the input sinusoid.
That is, at the end of each cycle, both Vm and W return to
the same point. In turn, this is a consequence of the current
balance – when integrated over one cycle of the sinusoid –
between the (inward) Vm and the (outward) W currents for
this neuron. To confirm the existence of this average current
balance, we plot the integrated the currents over each cycle in
Fig. 1 (lower plot in each sub-plot). Both Vm and W currents,
integrated over a cycle, exactly coincide in the steady state,
canceling each other out. Thus, the membrane potential does
not rise in any given cycle of the sinusoid for a pure sinusoid
input.

Fig. 2. Amplitude modulated input currents can cause stimulation. The
input current is a sum of two sinusoidal inputs of frequencies 1000 and
1010 Hz, and equal amplitude. The lower most plot examines the integrated
Vm and W currents over one cycle of the base sinusoid (1005 Hz). Current
mismatches for extended periods of time lead to neural firing. In particular,
the Vm-current leads the W -current (which is slow to follow), causing the
membrane potential to spike. Note that the total amplitude of currents is the
same in Figs. 1 and 2.

Why sudden and large change in the envelope of a high
frequency sinusoidal input current makes the neuron fire: We
plot the parameters Vm and W vs time in Fig. 2 for a sum of
two high-frequency sinusoidal currents of equal amplitudes
(1000 ad 1010 Hz). As is illustrated in Fig. 2 (bottom), when
the envelope of the Vm current rises, the current balance is
disrupted for summation of two sinusoidal inputs because
the dynamics of Vm-current are faster than that of the W -
current (and are affected by high frequencies). The current
balance between (average) Vm-current and W -current that
was maintained for a pure sinusoidal input is no longer
maintained because while Vm current responds quickly to
the increasing envelope, W -current responds, but only after

some lag, and this lag creates an increase in Vm that is
sufficient to make the neuron fire. The firing is detected
by a) observing that the membrane potential exceeds 0, and
is substantially higher than that in Fig. 1; b) The shape of
the spike is consistent with the spike shape for FitzHugh-
Nagumo model (see, e.g. [15], [20]); c) There is a sharp
increase in amplitude of the detected spike in response to
increase in input current by a multiplicative factor (across
time); and d) The parameter W also takes large values after
the detected spiking event.

Sub-threshold oscillatory behavior of Vm is resumed (tem-
porarily) after the firing event, and this is again caused by a
(temporary) current balance (e.g. between 30 and 50 ms on
x-axis in Fig. 2). Once again, when the envelope of the input
current starts rising, the neuron fires again (e.g. between 60
and 75 milliseconds). Thus, there is no stable subthreshold
periodic orbit for this modulated-envelope input.

IV. TI STIMULATION AND CURRENT BALANCE IN
HODGKIN-HUXLEY MODELS

In Hodgkin-Huxley models, we chose the classic squid
giant axon [13] because of the textbook nature of the model,
although other neuron models also exhibit TI stimulation
(while some do not) [7]. For this model, TI stimulation
is clearly observed above 1700 Hz. That is, a sum of two
sinusoids with a small difference in their frequencies, e.g., 10
Hz, we observe stimulation, while a single sinusoid of 1700
Hz and twice the amplitude does not exhibit TI stimulation.
For lower frequencies, especially lower than 1400 Hz, we
did not observe TI stimulation, despite sweeping the param-
eter space. We now examine the mechanics of channels to
understand what causes TI stimulation.

Pure sinusoid inputs: For pure sinusoidal inputs, a similar
current balance is observed for the Hodgkin-Huxley neuron
(Fig 3) (top). The neuron does not fire for a high-frequency
pure sinusoidal input, as evidenced by a) low membrane
potential; b) small filtered membrane potential; c) small
values of m parameter attained (m typically rises to 1
when the neuron fires). Indeed, a current balance is again
implicated in the neuron not firing. For this neuron model, the
balance is between 3 currents, namely, sodium, potassium,
and leakage currents, all integrated over one cycle of the
sinusoid. To illustrate that the currents are balanced, a ‘Total’
current, integrated over each cycle, is also shown, which is a
sum of these three currents. This ‘Total’ current (integrated
over each cycle) is precisely zero for pure sinusoidal inputs,
which implies that the membrane potential does not change
from one cycle to another.

Envelope-modulated inputs: The response of various gat-
ing parameters to amplitude-modulated sinusoidal input cur-
rents is shown in Fig. 3 (middle; and zoomed-in version
at the bottom). In essence, the FitzHugh-Nagumo reasoning
extends: fast sodium current responds to the increasing
envelope. Sodium channels, which are responsible for the de-
polarizing currents here, open to let in currents and increase
the membrane potential. Changes in amplitude of the input
sinusoid lead to larger and larger currents being driven into
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Fig. 3. Illustration of current balance for pure sinusoidal inputs for neurons
that exhibit Temporal Interference stimulation. The top figure, for pure
sinusoidal input, shows no stimulation (Vm stays near -70 mV, pass-band
filtered membrane potential is zero, and sodium activation, m, stays small).
This is because of the current balance, shown in the last subplot of the
top figure. Integrated over a cycle, sodium, potassium, and leakage currents
cancel each other exactly. In the middle figure, a modulated sinusoidal input
stimulates the neuron into firing. Besides the Vm and filtered Vm evidence,
the most direct evidence is m rising to its peak value, 1. The current balance
is disturbed with a strong and quick swing towards sodium current (negative
in this figure) before potassium current catches up. A zoomed-in version of
this short-time imbalance is shown in the lowermost figure.

the cell in every cycle (see zoomed-in version in the lower
most plot in Fig. 3). Potassium currents are unable to adapt
quickly to these increases in membrane potential (owing to
their large time constants), leading to further increase in
membrane potential that quickly leads to the neuron getting
into the positive feedback cycle that leads to firing. Potassium
current catches up, but at that point the neuron is already in
the positive feedback cycle leading to firing. This lag creates
a short-time current imbalance that can be observed in Fig 3
(bottom), that depolarizes the membrane.

This current balance is observed for all models that exhibit
TI stimulation. It is also worth noting that for neurons that
do not exhibit TI stimulation, for high enough sinusoid am-
plitude, the current balance does not hold, and the potential
accumulates over several cycles. Indeed, it is shown in [7]
that this neural model does not exhibit TI stimulation.

Why do ion-channels respond to these high-frequency
currents? Conventional wisdom suggests that these high-
frequency currents, operating at 1000s of Hz, will not affect
the neuron. However, as we see in both FitzHugh-Nagumo
and HH models, even when a pure sinusoidal current is input,
it is a very active cancellation that makes a neuron not fire.
Both depolarizing and polarizing currents seem to respond
to the high frequency stimulating currents.

Fig. 4. The m,n, h time-constants of the Hodgkin-Huxley neuron as they
vary with Vm. The regime of most interest is the subthreshold regime close
to -65 mV, the resting membrane potential of the Hodgkin-Huxley neuron.
In this regime, τh and τn are more than ∼8x to 12x slower than τm,
creating the

We illustrate the mechanism behind this by focusing on
the HH neuron. How can sodium channels respond to such
high frequencies? This is because the time constants for
sodium channels are generally quite low, as shown in Fig. 4.
In fact, there is a direct link between the sodium-channel
activation time constant and the carrier frequency of the
amplitude modulated signal that results in TI stimulation.
For all values of the membrane potential Vm, in this model,
this time constant, τm, is smaller than 0.6 milliseconds. This
corresponds to a center frequency of about 1700 Hz, which
is on the lower end of the frequency range when the neuron
starts exhibiting TI stimulation. Thus, sodium channel time
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constants can inform the carrier frequency in TI stimulation.
The high-frequency sinusoidal current opens and closes

sodium channels. Sodium currents are (largely) one-
directional, going into the cell, because ENa, the Nernst
potential of sodium, is positive and large. This means that
the high-frequency sinusoid charges the neural membrane,
depolarizing it. This depolarization is still somewhat slow,
especially at low input amplitudes, because the membrane
capacitance is being charged by a rather high-frequency
input.

Why do potassium channels respond at all? Indeed, potas-
sium channels’ gating parameter, n, does not respond directly
to the stimulating current because of its large time constant.
However, the slow increase in membrane potential due to
opening and closing of sodium channels causes the potassium
channels to open and close as well because they are voltage
gated (and thereby changing n as well).

V. VARYING NEURAL PARAMETERS TO OBSERVE
CHANGES IN CURRENT PARAMETERS FOR TI

STIMULATION

To test our explanation of the mechanics of TI stimulation,
in this section, we vary neural parameters, and observe if
the neuron’s exhibition of TI stimulation reflects predictions
based on our explanation above. First, by slowing down the
sodium activation parameter, m, we expect TI stimulation
to occur at even lower frequencies. This is exactly what
we observe. In Fig. S1 (see Supplementary Information),
we slowed down m by increasing its time constant so that
the original time constant is 75% of the new time constant
(across all values of Vm). The resulting neuron exhibits
TI stimulation at 1200 Hz, whereas the classical Hodgkin-
Huxley neuron exhibits TI stimulation only above 1600 Hz.

By slowing down the sodium activation, we also expect
changes in the required slope of the envelope to cause stim-
ulation. Specifically, slower sodium channels would find it
hard to respond to slower envelopes: the membrane potential
would rise too slowly for sodium channels to drive the cell
to excitation before potassium channels open. This is indeed
observed in our computational model as well, as illustrated
in Fig. S2 in Supplementary Information. At sinusoidal
frequencies of [1600, 1633] Hz, and amplitudes of 187.27,
while the classical Hodgkin-Huxley neuron fires, a version of
the neuron that has sodium channels slowed down (as above)
does not fire. Below this amplitude, and below this difference
in frequencies (keeping the lower frequency as 1600 Hz),
neither neuron fires (note that it is the small difference in
frequencies that keeps the envelope slope small).

Similarly, speeding up sodium inactivation parameter, h,
or potassium activation parameter, n, is expected to affect the

Qualitatively, these experiments demonstrate consistency
of our predictions with the observations.

neuron so that it does not exhibit TI stimulation at this fre-
quency and amplitude. Indeed, this is exactly what happens,
as is shown in Fig. S3 in Supplementary Information.
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